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Blood Falls is a unique subglacial discharge at the terminus of Taylor Glacier in the McMurdo 
Dry Valleys of Antarctica. Ice penetrating radar data and geochemical analyses of Taylor’s subglacial 
outflow strongly implicate the presence of ancient entrapped marine waters below the glacier [1]. These 
waters are thought to originate from the Pliocene Epoch (~5Mya) when the dry valleys were fjord-like. 
Blood Falls (Figure 1), an iron-rich salt cone, accumulates where subglacial flow meets the ice surface at 
the snout of Taylor Glacier.  
The episodic release of 
subglacial water provides a 
sample of potentially ancient 
seawater and of the subglacial 
ecosystem lying beneath 
Taylor Glacier.  
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outflow waters. In the absence 
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Figure 1. Blood Falls, Taylor Glacier, Antarctica.  January, 2004.
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